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Welcome...

Seeds Ltd

Wesco Seeds 2017 Catalogue
Dear Sir, Madam
Welcome to the new season with fresh opportunities & new ideas.
While the past season has at times been challenging: you & ourselves have survived and we are pleased
to offer you our 2017 catalogue containing the range of seeds that we have in stock, but this in no way
reflects all we have to offer. We will be happy to get any seed in that you may require.
Once again we have been shaken here in North Canterbury with the recent earthquakes in Kaikoura and
surrounding areas. While our hearts go out to the people of Kaikoura and the struggles they now face,
we have been very fortunate to escape any damage here in Rangiora.
Freight companies have been really responsive with the inland route being an extra 220km+, normally
about 3 extra hours. In saying this, freight is being delivered on farm in the normal time frames, but it is
still advisable to order your seed with a few extra days up your sleeve just in case there are delays beyond
our control.
As we write this we are receiving reports that Northland as well as some other parts of New Zealand
are suffering the effects of yet another drought. With weather events like this happening around the
country on a yearly basis our team are hearing and seeing the different ways farmers are dealing with and
meeting the feed demand. Feel free to give us a call to discuss what options you have for sowing pasture
or forage crops to meet your demands going forward.
The team at Wesco Seeds is excited to announce that we will be stocking a full range of chemicals at very
competitive prices delivered to your door.
We also have a range of liquid fertiliser products to suit your farming needs (a sample of what’s on offer
is on pages 72 and 73). Next time you place an order, feel free to discuss your on farm chemical needs.
As always we encourage you to get your grass/crops off to a good start. Clean seed beds will help
eliminate pest problems, while sowing into a firm seed bed & applying the correct seed treatment will
ensure that you don’t have any problems in the post germination stage of growth.
Slugs have been wreaking havoc this past spring, so population levels may be higher in the autumn.
We have noticed that Cambridge Rolling after sowing is very effective in restricting Slugs & Black Beetle.
Sluggoff is still the best slug bait we have found and at 3kgs/hectare and very tolerant to moisture, we
find that farmers are now using it regularly. We can supply it in any quantity you need.
A special “thank you” to all customers that continue with our quality products.
Kind regards,

Lionel Larsen

owner manager

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE:

PO Box 22, Rangiora 7440

0800643
643643
643 sales@wesco.co.nz
www.wesco.co.nz
Phone 0508 643 643 or 0800
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HOW TO ORDER

+ EMAIL sales@wesco.co.nz
+ ONLINE www.wesco.co.nz
+ PHONE THE FRIENDLY TEAM AT WESCO

0800 643 643 or 0508 643 643

for after hours calls, please phone Jethro on 021 228 3455

PRICING, FREIGHT AND MIXING
+ I NVOICED AND DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO YOU
- BUY DIRECT AND SAVE

+ FREE FREIGHT NZ WIDE
+ FAST AND EFFICIENT DESPATCH
+ ANY MIX TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS

  - NAME ANY SEED AND WE WILL MIX IT FOR YOU

+ ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOGUE EXCLUDE GST
+P
 RICING IN THIS CATALOGUE INCLUDES FREIGHT FOR ALL ORDERS OVER 25kg
+ UNDER 25kg ORDER FREIGHT SURCHARGE IS $15 +GST

SEED TREATMENTS
The ultimate seed treatment to enhance fast
strong plant establishment with antifungal
properties. Promotes an excellent enhanced strike
when required.

GOLD STRIKE TREATED
For enhanced strong fast establishment of plants with the protection for
grasses from grass grub larvae and black beetle with protection for brassicas
from aphids, argentine stem weevil, spring tails and wheat bug.
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Seeds Ltd

ELITE Seed Mixes

Superb top-producing Pasture Performers, high sugar
grass content/M.E. on a Saxon Perennial Ryegrass base
for premium returns. Balanced blends of the best grasses
available for New Zealand pastures today.

Elite Saxon Nutri-Pak
Forage/Meadow Pasture Mix............................................6
Elite Saxon Nutri-Pak Plus................................................6

DORSED PERFORMER
PROVEN EN

TRUE PERENNIAL RYEGRASS

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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ELITE MIX

ELITE SEED MIXES

ELITE Saxon Nutri-Pak

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

40%

Forage Meadow
/Pasture Mix

10%

Saxon
Perennial
Ryegrass

Fascinate High
Sugar Tetraploid
Italian

10%

Crown Royal
Cocksfoot

6%

+ Special Wesco Health Herbs including; Parsley for minerals esp.
iron, Tansy for livestock worm and parasite control, Sorrel and
Salad Burnet.
+ Seradella included for reduction of parasite effects and bloating
in sheep and cattle.
+ Plantain and Chicory are deep rooted to
bring up minerals from sub-soils.
+ Recommended sowing rate 28kg per hectare

6%

Foxtrot
Tetraploid
Perennial

+ New Elite Grass and Herb meadow mix specially formulated for
healthy, sustainable farming practice. Higher sugar producers
for quality carbohydrates plus extra herbs for stock to browse
creating a more natural meadow type forage diet, for excellent
pasture and livestock health.

GOLD STRIKE

Hercules
Plantain

4%

2%

Bealey

4%

Montgomery
Red Clover

3%

3%

Haifa and Huia
White Clover

10%

Timothy
Perennial
Grass
Health Herbs

2%

Sargent
Chicory

Seradella

Parsley, Tansy,
Sorrel, Salad
Burnet

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$9.90

$10.15

$10.70

$11.40

$11.65

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$12.20

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ELITE Saxon Nutri-Pak Plus
THIS MIX CONTAINS:

34%
Saxon
Perennial
Ryegrass

9%

Fascinate High
Sugar Tetraploid
Italian

4%

Tri Blend
Red Clover

4%

Sargent
Chicory

9%
Bealey

3%

Hercules

9%

Tri Blend
Annual Clover
Persian, Sub,
Balansia

3%

2%

Timothy

+ A greater variety of clovers and legumes.
+ Based on our standard Nutri Pak.
+ Recommended sowing rate 28kg
per hectare

7%

Foxtrot
Tetraploid
Perennial

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

Lotus

6%

Crown Royal/
Vision Blend
Cocksfoot
Health Herbs

2%

Parsley, Tansy,
Sorrel, Salad
Burnet

6%

Tri Blend
White Clover

2%

Bur Medics

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$12.45

$12.75

$13.10

$13.95

$14.25

$15.45

$15.75

$14.60
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$16.10

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

Classic Wesco Seed Mixes
Excellent Quality Blends, Classic Wesco Pasture Seed mixes.
Consistent, Persistent Performance with Saxon Perennial Ryegrass
base. Reliable, quality producers for New Zealand farms.

Saxon Ultra-Pak Dairy and Station Mix........8
Saxon PPR Dairy Mix....................................8
Saxon Premium Rye Clover Mix...................9
Saxon Aqua-Pak
Sheep, Beef & Deer Pasture Mix..................9
Saxon Rye Clover Plus................................10
Rye Clover Mix...........................................10
Nui & Clover Mix........................................10
Pasture Recovery Mix................................11
Dryland Sheep and Beef Mix.....................11
Premium Sheep and Beef Mix...................11
Trojan Fighter Blend..................................12
Bealey Fighter Blend..................................12
One 50 Fighter Blend.................................12
Matrix Fighter Blend..................................13
Drought Master Blend...............................13
Fascinate Maxum/Oats..............................13
Chicory/Plantain Mix.................................14
Chicory/Plantain/White Clover Mix..........14
Chicory/Plantain/White Clover/
Red Clover Mix...........................................14

Chicory King Pak
Stock Health Pasture Mix...........................15
Meat Maker Blend.....................................15
Milk Maker Blend......................................16
Italian Multiblend
Quality Italian Mix......................................16
Italian Pasture Blend..................................17
Fascinate/Kingsford Rape HYF Mix...........17
Camelid Master Plus..................................18
Horse Master Plus......................................18
Lamb Finishing Blend.................................19
Legume Fest...............................................19
Lifestyle Dryland Blend..............................19
Italian Mulching Mix..................................20
Premium Bushburn Mix.............................20
Lawn Seed..................................................21

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Saxon Ultra-Pak
Dairy and Station Mix

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

44%
Saxon
Perennial
Ryegrass

+ Ideal for sheep, beef and deer growth and great milk production.
+ Contains Plantain and Chicory which have deep tap roots
to help bring up nutrients and minerals from the sub soil
assisting in animal health, in addition to the clovers and
high sugar grasses for Quality Carbohydrate in stock diet.
+ Produces high levels of trace elements of Calcium,
Magnesium, Sodium-Copper and Selenium.
+ Includes Fascinate for high sugar, converts Nitrogen more
efficiently from the soil into carbohydrates/sugars.
+ Has excellent fattening capacity and
has been known to increase milk
production when used regularly.

UNTREATED

+ Recommended sowing rate of
32kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

10%
Maximus

8%

10%
Bealey

12%

Haifa Pinnacle
& Huia White
Clover

10%

Active Long
Rotation
Hybrid

3%

3%

Paeroa Red
Clover & Hamua
Red Clover

Hercules
Plantain

Sargent
Chicory

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$9.05

$9.10

$10.05

$10.55

$10.60

$12.05

$12.10

$11.55
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$13.05

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Saxon PPR Dairy Mix
+ Our most popular dairy mix due to increased milk
production in all areas of the country.
+ Also recommended for sheep and beef due to its
increased fattening capacity.
+ The balance of grasses & clovers in this mix has proven
very successful because of excellent bulk of feed and longevity.

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

50%
Saxon
Perennial
Ryegrass

10%
Maximus

4%

10%
Fascinate

High Sugar
Tetraploid Italian

4%

Hamua Red
Clover

4%

10%
Bealey

4%

Haifa
White Clover

4%

+ Strong clover base - total of 20% for extra protein
and nitrogen fixation.

Paeroa
Red Clover

Pinnacle White
Clover

Huia White
Clover

+ Includes Fascinate High Sugar Tetraploid Italian for
incredible feed with reports of reduced scouring.
+ Recommended sowing rate
30-32 kg per hectare.

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

UNTREATED

$8.10

$8.15

$8.90

$9.60

$9.65

GOLD STRIKE

$11.10

$11.05

“Rapt with Saxon PPR”

$10.40
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$11.90

all prices include freight & exclude gst

“It was brilliant”

“Very Impressed with it”
ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Seeds Ltd

Saxon Premium Rye Clover Mix
+ Renown for its long lasting persistence due to the high
content of Saxon seed.

THIS MIX
CONTAINS:

+ Superior in long rotation farming management practice.
+ It has proven to be more than an excellent competitor in its field.
+ Life expectancy of up to 10 years! Plus! Farmer tried and proven.
+ Has proved to have strong root structure giving incredible
resistance to pulling.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 32kg per hectare.
CUSTOMER COMMENTS:

“Very impressed how it has lasted on
pumice soils”

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

Grass

10%
72%
Fascinate
Saxon

Perennial
Ryegrass

High Sugar
Perennial
Tetraploid
Italian
Ryegrass

4%
Huia White

4%
Haifa White

Clover

“Sown in 2007 and still going well”

“Every year I go to plough it up, but
it is too good. Been there for 6 years”

72%
Saxon

10%
Rocket

Clover

OPTIONAL

3%

Plantain
+ extra 25c/kg

OPTIONAL

6%

Chicory
+ extra 90c/kg

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$5.80

$5.90

$6.35

$7.30

$7.40

$8.80

$8.90

$7.85
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$9.35

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Saxon Aqua-Pak  
Sheep, Beef and
Deer Pasture Mix

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

63%
10%

4%

+ Excellent palatability.

+ Available with nil endophyte for
deer grazing.
+ Recommended sowing rate 32kg
per hectare.

Fascinate

High Sugar
Tetraploid Italian

Bealey

+ High Saxon content for resilience
and persistence, long life
expectancy.

10%

Saxon
Perennial
Ryegrass

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

10%
Maximus

OPTIONAL

3%

3%

Pinnacle
White Clover

Huia and
Haifa White
Clover

Timothy
Perennial Grass

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$6.90

$7.00

$7.55

$8.40

$8.50

$9.90

$10.00

+ extra 15c/kg

$9.05
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$10.55

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES
THIS MIX CONTAINS:

Stamina Rye Clover Plus

45%
Stamina
Perennial
Ryegrass

+ S uperior Rye Clover mix with 45% Stamina
Perennial Ryegrass.

20%

Active Long
Rotation
Hybrid

+ The extra Stamina component gives greater rust
resistence and performance. Also includes Active
Long Rotation Italian; 3–5 years obtainable.

500kg +
$5.80
$7.30
$8.80

UNTREATED

+ Recommended sowing rate 32kg per hectare,
22kgs oversowing.

GOLD STRIKE

+ High rust resistence

25%
Saxon

10%
White
Clover

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$5.90
$6.35
$7.40
$7.85
& exclude gst
$8.90 all prices include freight
$9.35

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Rye Clover Mix

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

20%
Saxon
Perennial
Ryegrass

+ One of the better Rye Clovers on the market with
guaranteed 20% Saxon Perennial Ryegrass.

32%

+ Includes Perennial and short Rotation Ryegrass for a
solid permanent pasture base.
+ Recommended sowing rate for over sowing
is 20kg per hectare or 35kg per hectare
when sowing down.

Perennial
Ryegrass

500kg +
$2.95
$4.45
$5.95

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

75-500kg
$3.00
$4.50
$6.00

up to

40%
Rye Grass
Varieties

Minimum

8%

White Clover

up to 75kg
$3.30
$4.80
$6.30

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Nui and Clover Mix

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

90%

+ Traditional farmers’ favourite. High Nui content.

Nui Ryegrass

+ Ideal for oversowing and broadcasting, Clover adds to bulk of feed
and nitrogen fixing.
+ Recommended sowing rate 32kgs hectare,
oversowing 20kgs per hectare,
broadcasting 22kgs per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$4.10
$5.60
$7.10

10%

White Clover

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$4.15
$4.35
$5.65
$5.85
& exclude gst
$7.15 all prices include freight
$7.35

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Seeds Ltd
THIS MIX CONTAINS:

Pasture Recovery Mix

30%
Saxon

+ Specially blended for pasture restoration when your paddock has run out of puff.
+ Excellent for use after grass grub, lifestock pugging or flooding as a pasture booster.

17%
Fascinate

+G
 ood Saxon Perennial Ryegrass base providing long term pasture.

Tetraploid Italian
High Sugar

+ Ideal for a pasture quick-fix after drought.
+R
 ecommended over sowing rate of
17–22kg per hectare depending on
percentage of pasture damage,
or 32kg for sowing down new pasture.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

Perennial
Ryegrass

45%

Rocket Long
Rotation
Hybrid

8%

Huia White
Clover

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$5.30

$5.35

$5.70

$6.80

$6.85

$8.30

$8.35

$7.20
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.70

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Dryland Sheep
and Beef Mix
+ Great for grass grub areas, with
Cocksfoot and Phalaris included.
+ Very good persistence.
+ Recommended sowing rate
24–32kgs per hectare.

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

65%
Saxon

8%
Huia

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

8%

Cocksfoot

3%
Haifa

13%
Nui

3%

Phalaris

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$5.90

$6.00

$6.30

$7.40

$7.50

$8.90

$9.00

$7.80
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$9.30

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Premium Sheep
and Beef Mix
+ Good allround sheep and beef mix.
+ Excellent persistence.
+ Recommended sowing rate
24–32kgs per hectare.

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

70%
Saxon

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

11%

11%

8%

Huia

Cocksfoot

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$5.80

$5.90

$6.10

$7.30

$7.40

$8.80

$8.90

Nui

$7.60
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$9.10

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Trojan Fighter Blend

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

+ High performance combination of Diploid grass.

44%
Trojan

44%
Saxon

6%
Haifa

Pinnacle

+ Persistence to any farming system.
+ Diploids are persistent and hardy.
+ Tried and proven long term.
+ High performance (medium to large leaf,
persistent clovers.)
+ A blend that will fight more
adverse conditions.

UNTREATED

+ Can be blended with Cocksfoot, Timothy
and Pasture Herbs.

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

$9.45

$9.55

$9.60

$10.95

$11.05

$11.10

$12.45

$12.55

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$12.60

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

A Diploid and Tetraploid combination that helps give a stronger pasture base
and the erect growth of the Bealey and the tillering and covering of the Saxon
leading to less soil exposure.
+ Tetraploid growth complemented
with Saxon.

+ Can be blended with Cocksfoot, Timothy
and Pasture Herbs.

up to 75kg

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Bealey Fighter Blend
+ Proven medium to large leaf
white clovers.

6%

44%
Bealey

44%
Saxon

6%
Haifa

Pinnacle

6%

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

UNTREATED

$8.95

$9.10

$9.15

$10.95

$11.10

GOLD STRIKE

$13.45

$13.60`

$11.15
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$13.65

all prices include freight & exclude gst
THIS MIX CONTAINS:

One 50 Fighter Blend

44%
One 50

44%
Saxon

6%
Haifa

Pinnacle

+ Excellent Winter growth.
+ Persistent large leaf white clovers
+ Can be blended with Cocksfoot,
Timothy and pasture herbs
+ One 50 Has AR37 endophyte
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$9.65
$11.15
$12.65

6%

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$9.85
$10.25
$11.35
$11.75
freight & exclude gst
$12.85 all prices include$13.25

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Matrix Fighter Blend

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

+ Perennial Ryegrass/Fescue Cross.

44%
Matrix

44%
Saxon

6%
Haifa

Pinnacle

+ Rapid establishment.
+ Plus 23 days heading.
+ Good winter production.
+ Late heading.
+ High Endophyte.
+ Recommended sowing
rate of 24-32kg per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

6%

500kg +

75-500kg

$8.85

$8.95

up to 75kg

$9.10

$10.35

$10.45

$10.60

$11.85

$11.95

$12.10

6

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Drought Master Blend

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

53%
Saxon

+ Excellent persistence.
+ Proven persistence over the last two droughts.

8%

+ Recommended sowing rate 25–32kgs per hectare.

White
Clover

+ Suits all soil types around NZ for dry conditions.
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25%
Matrix

8%

Cocksfoot

6%

Timothy/
Sub Clover

500kg +

75-500kg

$8.50

$8.70

up to 75kg

$8.95

$10.00

$10.20

$10.35

$11.50

$11.70

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$11.95

all prices include freight & exclude gst

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

Fascinate/Maxum Oats
+ Ideal bulk crop for silage.
+ Multiple grazings.

UNTREATED

+ Recommended sowing rate 100kgs per hectare.
GOLD STRIKE

80%

20%

Maxum
Oats

Fascinate

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$2.25

$2.40

$2.70

$2.66

$2.76

$3.56

$3.66

$2.96
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$3.86

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Chicory/Plantain Mix

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

60%

+ 6kg Chicory and 4kg Plantain per hectare.

Chicory

40%
Plantain

+ Recommended sowing rate of 10kg per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$16.40
$19.40
$21.90

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$17.15
$17.45
$20.15
$20.45
freight & exclude gst
$22.65 all prices include$22.95

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Chicory/Plantain
/White Clover Mix
+ 4.5kg Chicory, 3.5kg Plantain and
3kg White Clover per hectare.

UNTREATED

+ Recommended sowing rate of
11kg per hectare

GOLD STRIKE

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

41%
Chicory

500kg +
$14.70
$17.70
$20.20

32%
Plantain

27%
White
Clover

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$15.45
$15.85
$18.45
$18.85
freight & exclude gst
$20.95 all prices include$21.35

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Chicory/Plantain/White
Clover/Red Clover Mix

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

37%
Chicory

+ 4kg Chicory, 2kg Plantain, 3kg White Clover and
2kg Red Clover per hectare.

18%
Plantain

+ Recommended sowing rate of 11kg per hectare

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$14.70
$17.70
$20.20

27%
White
Clover

18%

Red Clover

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$15.45
$15.85
$18.45
$18.85
freight & exclude gst
$20.95 all prices include$21.35

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Seeds Ltd

Chicory King Pak
Stock Health Pasture Mix
+Chicory for stock health and fattening, Clover adding more
feed and nitrogen fixing, on an Active long rotation Italian
base (3–5 years).
+ Chicory requires early autumn or spring sowing for
establishment purposes. First graze when Chicory is 15 to
20cm height so taproot is well established and resists pulling.
+ Can expect production up to 2–5 years depending on
seasons grazing management; Chicory
can be resown in after 2 years for a
pasture boost.
+ Note: Young Chicory seedlings are frost
tender if sowing in Autumn.
+ Sowing rate 28kgs per hectare.

UNTREATED

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

26%

Active Long
Rotation
Italian

26%

Rocket Grass
Long Rotation
Italian

12%
Persian
500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$9.80

$9.90

$9.10

$12.80

$11.40

$11.60

+ Designed to go past your peak
spring demand.

10%

+ Recommended sowing rate of 18.5kg
per hectare
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

$13.10

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

Chicory

+ Growing premium feed to grow
premium meat.

$12.90

all prices include freight & exclude gst

32%

+Longevity

6%

Paeroa Red
Clover

$11.30

Meat Maker Blend

Chicory

Clover

                                                                                                                                    all prices include freight & exclude gst

GOLD STRIKE

30%
Sargent

22%
Plantain

8%

18%

White Clover

10%

Red Clover

B.A.P Annual
Clovers

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$13.90

$14.20

$14.65

$16.90

$17.20

$19.40

$19.70

Cocksfoot

$17.65
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$19.95

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Milk Maker Blend

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

+ Good persistence

10%

13%

Plantain

7%

10%

10%

7%

Bealey

Saxon

13%
Shogun

+ Growing premium feed to produce maximum milk solids
+ Rapid establishment
+ Recommended sowing rate of 30kg per hectare

10%
Matrix

3%

White Clover
Tri Blend

Timothy

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

Chicory

B.A.P

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$11.10

$11.40

$11.70

$12.60

$12.90

$14.10

$14.40

$13.20
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$14.70

all prices include freight & exclude gst

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

34%

+ Very effective blend of long & short rotation Italians.
For affordable turbo charged new pasture or rejuvenation.

Fascinate

+ High quality mix that contains Fascinate (High sugar), Active (3–5 years)
and Rocket (2–3 years).

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

33%
Active

33%

+ Trials have found that blending different types of Italian gives an excellent
bi-annual yield, and also the mix of Italian varieties gives the best grazing pattern.
+ Recommended sowing rate
20kg per hectare for undersowing
into pasture or 30–34kg per hectare
for sowing down.

10%

Italian Multi
Blend

500kg +

Italian Multiblend
Quality Italian Mix

+ Great to sow with Forage Rape/Brassicas.

7%

Red Clover
Tri Blend

Rocket

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$4.60

$4.75

$5.10

$6.20

$6.25

$7.70

$7.75

$6.60
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.10

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Seeds Ltd

Italian Pasture Blend
+ Great producer of quality feed at a price that fits a budget.
+ Excellent value pasture perk-up for a seasonal boost or sowing down after cropping.
+ Blend of Italian varieties including Italians, tried and true Tama and some of the high sugar Fascinate.
+ Suitable for new pasture or oversowing
into existing tired pasture. Drill or
can be broadcast.
+ Recommended sowing rate:
32kgs per hectare.
20kgs per hectare undersowing.
35kgs per hectare broadcasting.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$3.30

$3.35

$4.00

$4.80

$4.85

$6.30

$6.35

$5.50
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$7.00

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Fascinate/Kingsford Rape HYF Mix
+ 15% Kingsford Rape, 65% Fascinate High Sugar Tetraploid Italian, 20% Rocket Grass.
+ Superb balanced feed, the Fascinate has the ability to convert
CUSTOMER COMMENT:
nitrates to sugars, reducing the effects of higher nitrate levels
found in Kingsford Rape.
“..didn’t need to crutch
any of the lambs that I
+ A superb high yield mix combining 2 great producers that stock
drafted coming off the
love to graze on.
HYF mix..”
+ Recommended sowing rate of
20kg per hectare.
500kg +
75-500kg
up to 75kg
+C
 an be sown with
$5.40
$5.55
$5.65
UNTREATED
Persian Clover.
$6.90
$7.05
$7.20
& exclude gst
$8.40
$8.55 all prices include freight
$8.70
GOLD STRIKE
all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Camelid Master Plus
Ideal seed mix for Alpaca and Llamas. A blend of high
fibre forage species that is created to have more balanced
and consistent sugar levels, giving a balance of many
varieties helping to create diet variety. Studies have found
by eliminating the rye grass and clover you can reduce
the probability of volatile behaviour problems and health
complications of your Alpacas and Llamas. A little care and
time spent nurturing your pasture will add to sward health
that will optimise your camelids health and calm behaviour.
As Alpaca & Llamas like longer feed pasture management will
be the key to success.

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

18%
9%

Cocksfoot

+ Recommended sowing rate of 34kg per hectare.

Lucerne

9%

9%

Tri Blend
Red Clover

Tri Blend
White Clover

6%

6%

9%

Plantain

3%

Phalaris

3%

Chicory

Timothy

Yarrow

UNTREATED

25kg +

50kg +

$12.90

$12.65

$14.40

GOLD STRIKE

$15.90

$14.15
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$15.65

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Horse Master Plus

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

15%

20%

THE PREMIER OF HORSE BLENDS. A BREAKTHROUGH
HORSE PASTURE MIX FOR NZ HORSES AND THEIR OWNERS!

A blend of high fibre forage species that is created to have more
balanced and consistent sugar levels, giving a balance of many
varieties helping to create a more wild horse blend and diet variety.
Studies have found by eliminating the rye grass and clover you can
reduce the probability of volatile behaviour problems and health
complications of your horses.

10%

18%

Tall Fescue

Brome

Tall Fescue

Cocksfoot

15%

25%

Timothy
Perennial
Grass

Grazing
Brome

5%

8%

2%

Browntop

5%
Creeping

Prairie Grass

Red Fescue

A little care and time spent nurturing your pasture will
add to sward health that will optimise your horses health
and calm behaviour.

UNTREATED

+ Recommended sowing rate of 40kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +

Lotus

5%

Fog Grass

50kg +

$10.60

$9.85

$12.10

$11.35

$13.60

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$12.85

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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CLASSIC SEED MIXES

Seeds Ltd

Lamb Finishing Blend

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

58%

+Recommended sowing rate of 31kg per hectare
+Quality feed to support your lambs post
weaning growth.

6.5%
Chicory

+Fantastic for milking ewes with multiples
(twins/triplets)
UNTREATED

6.5%

White Clover

Red Clover

6.5%
B.A.P

6.5%
Plantain

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$9.70

$10.00

$10.45

$12.20

$12.50

                                                                                                                                    all prices include freight & exclude gst

GOLD STRIKE

16%

Festuldium

$14.20

$14.50

$12.95

$14.95

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Legume Feast

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+Designed for its diverse and high legume content.
+Ideal for finishing lambs.
+Contains a balance of high legumes and italian-style rye grasses.
+Ideal for spring planting with the option of drilling your perennial pasture
in the following Autumn and Spring.

Lifestyle Dryland Blend

53%
Saxon

12%
Matrix

+Excellent persistence.
+This is a ‘proven blend’ for drought tolerance
over many seasons.

8%

White Clover

+Recommended sowing rate of 26-30kg
per hectare.
UNTREATED

8%

Cocksfoot

3%

Phalaris

6%

Timothy /
Sub CLover

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$8.60

$8.75

$8.85

$9.10

$9.25

$9.35

                                                                                                                                    all prices include freight & exclude gst

GOLD STRIKE

10%

Italian
Multiblend

$10.60

$10.75

$10.85

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Italian Mulching Mix
+ Excellent for autumn and spring pasture boost.

+ Predominantly high quality Italian seconds; this mix
has proved its value, especially in Northland
when oversown following Kikuya mulching.

+ Ideal for over sowing with a spinner,
some large seed husk may cause
blockages with some drills.

+ Wonderful over sowing blend.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$2.45

$2.50

$2.90

$3.95

$4.00

$5.45

$5.50

UNTREATED

+ Recommended 35kg per hectare
for broadcasting.
+ Can be used successfully in all conditions.

GOLD STRIKE

$4.40
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$5.90

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Premium Bushburn Mix

+ Proven to be a very popular choice due to the large amount of prolific Italian included in this mix.
+ Cheaper Substitute to Rye Clover Mix.
+ Excellent dollar value for breaking in and over sowing hill country.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 35kg per hectare.
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$2.10

$2.25

$2.60

$3.80

$3.85

$5.30

$5.35

$4.10
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$5.60

all prices include freight & exclude gst
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Seeds Ltd

Low Light Fescue
+ Ideal for dry shaded areas.

+ Excellent drought tolerance.
+ Medium to dark green colour.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

UNTREATED

$8.00

$8.70

$9.50

$9.50

$10.20

GOLD STRIKE

$11.00

$11.70

+ Fine bladed grass.
+ 1kg covers 25-30 square meters
(Industry Standard)

$12.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Houston Turf Ryegrass
+ Bred for slow growth.
+ Fine tillers.
+ Prostrate growth.
+ Quick establishment.
+ Darker green.

$11.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

100kg +

25 – 100kg

up to 25kg

UNTREATED

$3.95

$4.25

$5.30

$5.45

$5.75

GOLD STRIKE

$6.95

$7.25

$7.30
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.80

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Wesco Ultra Lawn Seed Mix
+ Great looking lawn.
+ More drought tolerant.
+ Good cover.
+ Nice dark green.
+ Mixture of fine and
broader leaf.
+ Good disease tolerance.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

100kg +

25 – 100kg

$7.00

$7.50

up to 25kg

$8.55

$8.50

$9.00

$10.55

$10.0

$10.50

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$11.95

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

Seed Treatment For
Higher Yields
PROTECT YOUR SEED INVESTMENT WITH DYNASTRIKE - THE ULTIMATE
SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR TREATMENT. RECOMMENDED AND
ENDORSED BY WESCO CUSTOMERS.
Dynastrike Seed Activator is designed to help minimise fungi, pests and disease, whilst enhancing
plant germination. Dynastrike helps to excite the germination pattern as extra energy is available for
the developing plant which promotes higher yields and creates a better growth biosphere.
What makes Dynastrike so unique and effective?
Dynastrike seed is preprogrammed internally, and ready to bolt with minimal moisture! Due to
Dynastrike being a liquid it does not need to be dissolved, saving precious moisture and only adds a
minimal 1% weight to the seed allowing seed counts per kg to be highly accurate. This also means
that it is absorbed rather than an applied coating meaning it does not rub off or clump seeds
together - thus reducing drill blockages and ensuring more consistent seed placement; and is safer
for the sower as it cannot be inhaled.
Some of our clients have reported that Dynastrike treatment stimulates quick germination and
speeds grass/plant establishment up to 30% earlier than with bare seed. This can mean early
pasture establishment of up to two weeks.
Dynastrike plays a vital role in rapid seed germination and early plant/root development, we
recommended seed treatment Dynastrike for all Pasture mixes, Grasses, Legumes, Brassicas, Herbs
and Cereal crops.

DYNASTRIKE IS EFFECTIVE FOR ALL NZ FARMING AND GROWING
CONDITIONS, IDEAL THROUGH AIR SEEDERS, CONVENTIONAL DRILLS AND
RIDGERS. EXCLUSIVE TO WESCO SEEDS LTD NZ WIDE.

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:
“The swede you sold me only have sown five days and they were already 1/2 an inch through the
ground it was unbelievable. I drove past the paddock and said to myself, what on earth is that
growing in there? I thought it must have been a bad lot of weeds come up. Very exciting to see it, I
had to ring the contractor that drilled it for me, he couldn’t believe it either!”
Dean H. of Te Awamutu
“Oversowed turnips into rough block on the off chance I might get some growing, the strike was
unbelievable. After seeing the results, I woudn’t plant turnips again without Dynastrike.”
Andrew C. of Opotiki
“Planted it in peaty soil, the seed was through the ground in 4 days where I’d rolled it, it was an inch
and a half in one week in drought conditions. Where I didn’t roll it, appeared in 8 days. Dynastrike is
worth every cent of the $1.50 it cost me The neighbours have been round for a look!”
Graham A. of Te Awamutu
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Seeds Ltd

Perennial Ryegrasses
Quality Grasses selected by Wesco for Perennial Persistence, Production
and great nutritional Feed Value. Unique characteristics for various sowing
applications including New Pasture, Oversowing or as a strong base
component for lasting Custom Blended Pasture Mixes.
Stamina. .............................. 24

Rohan. ................................. 25

Impulse................................ 24

Shogun................................. 26

OCP
Old Canterbury Perennial.......24

24 Seven Edge...................... 26

Nui....................................... 25
Bealey.................................. 25
Matrix.................................. 25

24 S...................................... 26
Aberdart.............................. 26
Abermagic. .......................... 26

Trojan. ................................. 25

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Stamina
+D
 iploid.
+7
 days later flowering.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$6.35

$6.55

$7.15

$7.85

$8.05

UNTREATED

+ S tandard Endophyte.
+ S uperior late season growth.

GOLD STRIKE

+ E xcellent persistence and rust tolerance.

$10.35

$10.55

$8.65
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$11.15

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rate of 25-30kg per hectare.
+ Ideal grass for Northland Proven persistence.

Impulse
+ Older type Ryegrass.
+ Very hard wearing.
+ Cheaper option.
+ Strong winter and spring production.
+ Great for lower fertility conditions.
+ Improved rust tolerance.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

UNTREATED

$3.80

$3.95

$4.15

$5.30

$5.45

GOLD STRIKE

$6.80

$6.95

$5.65
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$7.15

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-28kg per hectare.

OCP – Old Canterbury Perennial
+ Used in lower fertility conditions.
+ Good disease resistence.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

UNTREATED

$3.80

$4.00

$4.80

$5.30

$5.50

GOLD STRIKE

$6.80

$7.00

+ High Endopyte.
+ Performs well under hard grazing.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-30kg per hectare.

$6.30
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$7.80

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Also available in medium and nil endophyte.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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PERENNIAL RYEGRASSES

Seeds Ltd

Nui
+ Older type Ryegrass.
+ Very hard wearing.
+ Cheaper option.
+ Strong winter and spring production.
+ Great for lower fertility conditions.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$3.10

$3.20

$3.60

$4.60

$4.70

$6.10

Matrix

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Tetraploid.

+ Perennial Ryegrass/
Fescue cross.
+ Rapid establishment.
+ Plus 23 days heading.

+ High feed quality.
+ Highly palatable feed.
+ Excellent seasonal growth.
+ NEA2.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-30kg per hectare.

Trojan
Contact Wesco for pricing details

$6.60

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rate of
26-30kg per hectare.

Bealey

$6.20

$5.10
all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Good winter
production.
+ Late heading.
+ High Endo.

+ Recommended sowing rate of
26-30kg per hectare.

Rohan
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Diploid heading
date +16.
+ Good winter and
summer growth.
+ NEA2.

+ Excellent persistence.

+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-30kg per hectare.

+ Very palatable.

+ Easy care pasture.
+ Bred for sheep and beef farming systems.
+ +18 days.
+ Available in NEA2 and low Endophyte.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 25-30kg per hectare.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Shogun

24 Seven Edge

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+P
 alatable Tetraploid.

+ Excellent annual production.

+ E xceptional dry matter yield.

+ Good winter growth.

+ F ast establishment.

+ Strong tolerance to insects (black and ASW).

+W
 inter growth for winter finishing.

+ Extended feed quality (+24 day heading date).

+A
 vailable with NEA Endophyte.

+ Excellent animal performance and safety.

+ + 26 days.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 27-32kg per hectare.

24 Seven Happe
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ E xcellent annual production.
+G
 ood winter growth.
+ S trong tolerance to many insects (e.g. black beatle, porina and ASW).
+ E xtended feed quality (+24 day heading date).
+ E xcellent animal performance and safety.

Aberdart

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ F ine leaved and densely tillered with a good root system helping with persistence and drought recovery.
+ L ate flowering with +15 days.
+ Nil Entophyte.
+H
 igh sugar /protein ratio.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 25-30kg per hectare.

Abermagic

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+P
 ersistent Diploid grass that has fine leaves and is densely tillered that has a late flowering date +19 days.
+ Offers good establishment and good Winter early Spring growth.
+ Available in ARI and nil Endophyte.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 25-30kg per hectare.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

Italian Ryegrasses

Long and Short Rotation

Renown for fast Growth & Performance in New Pastures or for existing Pasture
boost, providing Quality Bulk Feed Production for harvest by mouth or machine.
Long and Short Rotation Italians, including High Sugar Performers; ideal grass
between seasonal cereal crops and maize crops.
Fascinate
Short Rotation Italian............ 28
Active
Long Rotation Italian..............29
Rocket Grass
Long Rotation Italian..............29
Moata..................................... 30
Tama....................................... 30
Rocket II.................................30
Concord..................................30

Sonik......................................31
Sultan.....................................31
Tabu........................................31
Perun......................................32
Jata Edge................................32
Hogan
Tetraploid Annual Rye Grass...32
Feast 11
Tetraploid Italian Rye Grass....32

Diploid Italian........................31

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Fascinate
Short Rotation Italian
+ Extremely prolific high sugar Tetraploid Italian Grass Seed.
+ Gives excellent bulk of feed and responds rapidly after grazing or mowing.
+ Produces up to 15% more MJ per kg D/M.
+ Can produce up to 27+ tonnes DM per hectare with ME levels up to 12.5 – 13.0 in ideal conditions.
+ Grows well in all soil types with top production in more fertile soils.
+ Exceptionally low nitrate levels.
+ Reports show reduced scouring for livestock.
+ Don’t over graze.
+ High Sugar = High milk protein levels.
+ Great for whole crop silage.
+ Recommended sowing rate
35kg per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$4.80

$4.90

$5.40

$6.30

$6.40

$7.80

$7.90

$6.90
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.40

all prices include freight & exclude gst

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:
“It grows like mad!!”

“Fascinate yields very well, stock love it in baleage” “Up to my waist, grazing it every 18 days.”

“So sweet I could even feed the Baleage to Lambs!”

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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ITALIAN RYEGRASSES

Seeds Ltd

Active  Long Rotation Italian
+ Long Rotation Hybrid Tetraploid with up to 3–5 years obtainable; especially with irrigation.
+ Great as a complete pasture management tool.
+ Nil endophyte for high palatability.
UNTREATED

+ Grows grass when it is needed,
late flowering.
+ Recommended sowing rate
30–32kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$4.80

$4.90

$5.40

$6.30

$6.40

$7.80

$6.90
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$7.90

$8.40

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Rocket Grass Long Rotation Italian
+ 2-3 year Italian grasseed.

+ Proven high yielding palatable Diploid Italian.

+ Proven performer all over NZ in all soil types.

+ To fill gaps in your feed budget.

+ Has been known to yield exceptionally
well in lower fertility soils.
+ Recommended sowing rate:
• 18–20kg per hectare for over sowing
• 28–30kg per hectare for sowing down
ts
Discoun
for Bulk
Orders!

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$4.30

$4.40

$5.50

$5.80

$5.90

$7.30

$7.40

$7.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.50

all prices include freight & exclude gst

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Moata

UNTREATED

+ Tetraploid Italian.
+ Good Palatability.

GOLD STRIKE

+ Establishes well.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$2.85

$2.90

$3.20

$4.35

$4.45

$5.85

+ Good winter growth.

ts
Discoun
for Bulk
Orders!

+ Establishes well.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

+ Tetraploid short rotation.

+ 2–3 year Italian grasseed.
+ Has great establishment speed.

ts
Discoun
for Bulk
Orders!

+ High yielding and very palatable
Diploid Italian.

Concord
+ Diploid.
+ 1–2 year grass.
+ Strong winter growth.
+ Very densely tillered.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-32kg per hectare

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

+ Recommended sowing rate
24–30kg per hectare.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$2.85

$2.90

$3.20

$4.35

$4.45

$5.85

$5.90

$4.70
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$6.20

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rate of 27-32kg
per hectare

Rocket II

$6.20

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rate of 27-32kg
per hectare

Tama

$5.90

$4.70
all prices include freight & exclude gst

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$4.30

$4.40

$5.50

$5.80

$5.90

$7.30

$7.40

$7.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.50

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ts
Discoun
for Bulk
Orders!

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

$4.30

$4.40

$5.50

$5.80

$5.90

$7.30

$7.40

$7.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$8.50

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

Diploid Italian
+ 2–3 year Italian.
+ Cheaper option.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-32kg per hectare.

500kg +

75-500kg

up to 75kg

UNTREATED

$3.25

$3.30

$3.40

$4.75

$4.80

GOLD STRIKE

$6.25

$6.30

$4.90
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$6.40

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Sonik

Sultan

+ Italian diploid.
+ 1 year.
+ Persistence in wet areas.
+ Good tillering.
+ Rust resistant.
+ Plus 17 days.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-32kg per hectare.

+ Diploid with a + 15 day
heading date.
+ Fast establishing westerwolds annual.
+ Good level of autumn, winter, spring production.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-32kg per hectare.

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Tabu

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Italian diploid.
+ 2–3 year with mild summers.
+ Good winter and early spring growth.
+ Good year round growth.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
25-32kg per hectare.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Perun

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Excellent animal performance.
+ Very palatable.
+ Fast Winter-Spring growth.
+ Improved Summer survial.
Perun is a festulolium - a cross between Italian ryegrass for Winter growth and meadow fescue for
improved quality, tolerance to drought and insects and persistence.
The meadow fescue component gives Perun a good balance of total energy, sugars and digetible fibre.
It is highly preferred by animals, allowing high energy intake and performance. Perun is idea as a lambfinishing pasture, or for high-performance dairy cows.
Perun is very productive, especially over Winter and Spring. It is used as a longer-lived alternative to
Italian ryegrass, with sumilar pasture growth but improved palatability, stock performance and Summer survival.
Perun has perfromed impressively on wetland dairy farms, as well as inland dryland and high country
farms.

Jata Edge
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Bred in New Zealand.
+ Fast establishment.
+ Very high yeilds.
+ Strong Winter and early Spring growth.
+ Highly palatable.

Hogan Tetraploid Annual Rye Grass
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Very fast establishment.
+ High DM yield start to finish.
+ High value feed.

Feast 11 Tetraploid Italian Rye Grass
Contact Wesco for pricing details
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COCKSFOOT

Crown Royal Cocksfoot
Hardy Perennial Grass
+ Renowned for its ability to produce feed in drought conditions.
+ More pest tolerant than most grasses.
+ Good roughage for gut scratch factor in ruminants helping to maintain balance in the diet.
+ Very persistent and long lasting in the pasture.
+ Recommended sowing rates:

UNTREATED

- 2–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 5–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

GOLD STRIKE

up to 50kg

up to 25kg

$7.85

$8.10

up to 10kg
$8.85

$9.35

$9.60

$10.35

$10.85

$11.10

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$11.85

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Vision Cocksfoot
+W
 inter active.

+ Renowned for strong growth over all four seasons.
+D
 rought tolerant.

UNTREATED
GOLD STRIKE

up to 10kg
$9.80
$11.30
$12.80

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

+G
 reat disease resistance.
+P
 erfect for adding to a Ryegrass and Clover mix.
+R
 ecommended sowing rates of
- 2–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 5–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Porto

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Good late Autumn and early Spring growth.
+ Late maturing.
+ Perennial grass.
+ Brilliant productivity in high rainfall zones.
+ Recommended sowing rates of
- 2–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 5–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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10 – 25k
$
$

COCKSFOOT

Assured

Seeds Ltd

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ A Cocksfoot with good palatability good autumn and early spring growth and excellent persistence.
+ Less clumping than older varieties.
+ Recommended sowing rates:
- 2–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 5–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Safin

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Super fine leaf Cocksfoot that is Argentine Stem Weevil and Grass Grub tolerant.
+ Has less clumping characteristics.
+ Recommended sowing rates:
- 2–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 5–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Greenly

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Good upright growth and quick establishing soft upright leaves and less clumping.
+ Performs in tough environments.
+ Recommended sowing rates:
- 2–5 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 10–16 kgs per hectare (on its own)

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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TIMOTHY

Timothy – Perennial Grass
+ Nutrient rich (high in selenium and vitamin E) and high yielding tough perennial - proven over time.
+ Makes wonderful supplements hay and silage.
+ Maintains quality and palatability even when in seed.
+ Not an imported strain; it has been
grown and proven in NZ.

25kg +

up to 25kg

up to 10kg

UNTREATED

$8.80

$8.90

$9.30

$10.30

$10.40

GOLD STRIKE

$12.80

$12.90

+ Recommended sowing rates:
- 1–2 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 6–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

$10.80
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$13.30

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Kahu
+ Great for grazing or forage.

UNTREATED

+ Palatable due to being grazed short hence
hard to recognise in existing pasture till
shut up in a paddock for supplements.
+ Generally likes good fertility and moisture.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +

up to 25kg

$8.80

$8.90

up to 10kg
$9.30

$10.30

$10.40

$10.80

$12.80

$12.90

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$13.30

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rates:
- 1–2 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 6–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Southland
+ Excellent persistence.

UNTREATED

+ Great for grazing or forage.
+ Palatable due to being grazed short hence
hard to recognise in existing pasture till
shut up in a paddock for supplements.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +

up to 25kg

$8.80

$8.90

up to 10kg
$9.30

$10.30

$10.40

$10.80

$12.80

$12.90

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$13.30

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

+ Generally likes good fertility and moisture.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Prairie Grasses:
Bareno
Gala

Atom

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+P
 asture brome suits areas with
poor ryegrass persistence.

+G
 razing brome – persistent and
palatable small to medium leaf size
with prostrate to semi erect growth
and densely tillered.

+ Prairie grass with large leaf
and low tiller density with
upright growth increased
persistence under grazing.

+ L ikes to have free draining soil.

+ Recommended sowing rates:

+M
 oderate densely tillered with
good palatability.
+ Recommended sowing rates:

+ Recommended sowing rates:
- 6–12 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 20–25 kgs per hectare (on its own) - 6–12 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 25–30 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Contact Wesco for pricing details

- 6–12 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 25–30 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Matua Grazing Brome
+ L ikes free draining conditions.
+ Sowing rate 28–34 kgs on its own or 6–12 kgs in mixes.
+D
 rought tolerant.
500kg +
75-500kg
up to 75kg
+ Palatable seed head.
$6.20
$6.50
$7.00
UNTREATED
+ Likes ph 5.6 or higher.
$7.50
$8.00
$8.50
+ Erect growth pattern.

GOLD STRIKE

$9.00

$9.50

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$10.00

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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WESCO PASTURE SEED CATALOGUE 2017
PROVEN PERFORMERS FOR COST-EFFECTIVE PASTURE SOLUTIONS!
- PROVEN PERFORMANCE

- QUALITY SEED

- AFFORDABLE PRICES
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OTHER GRASSES

Seeds Ltd

Phalaris
+ Slow establishing.
+B
 est in mixes (we only recommend).
+ F armers have said it
helps reduce grass grub
UNTREATED
in pastures.
+ Recommended sowing
GOLD STRIKE
rates per hectare 1-3kg
(in a mix).
+ Hardy Perennial grass.

25kg plus
$17.00
$18.50
$19.50

up to 25kg
up to 10kg
$18.00
$19.00
$19.50
$20.50
freight & exclude gst
$20.50 all prices include$21.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Hillary Fescue
+ Grows well in dry conditions.
+ Fine leaf variety.
+ Slower establishment but yields well.
+ Rust resistant.
+ Deep rooting helps survive
summer dry.
+ Plant when soil 12o C
UNTREATED
or warmer.

GOLD STRIKE

+ Manage for feed quality not quantity.
+ Grows well in dry areas where rye grass struggles.
+ Complements clover and grazing herbs.
+ Sowing rate 25–35 kgs on its own
10–20 kgs in mixes

500kg +
$9.50
$11.00
$12.50

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$9.75
$10.60
$11.25
$12.10
freight & exclude gst
$12.75 all prices include$13.60

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Easton Max P Fescue
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Very high summer and autumn production.
+ Low leaf strength giving high animal performance.
+ Tolerant of insects including black beetle and grass grub.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 15-20kg per hectare (in a mix)

Tower Fescue
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Palatable and easy to graze.
+ Persistent.
+ Excellent grazing tolerance.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 15-20kg per hectare (in a mix)

Zodiac Fescue
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Recommended sowing rate of 15-20kg per hectare (in a mix)

Other varieties of Fescues available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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OTHER GRASSES

JAPANESE MILLET

The Billion Dollar grass
+ High performance forage.

Seeds Ltd

CUSTOMER COMMENT:
“ ...am planting 25–30 % of my
farm this year (in millet) as last
year in the dry I was able to
increase production during the
drought.”

+ Multiple grazing’s or cuts for silage (2-3 cuts ) “..best silage I’ve ever made...”
+ Sowing rate 25–30kgs /Ha sown down or broadcast.
+ Cheap to establish best in cultivated area.
+ Competes with weed, lower growing costs little or no chemicals needed.
+ First cut or grazing approximately 45–60 days.
+ Grows feed for when you need it in summer.
+ Great for milking cows or beef cattle.

UNTREATED

+ Minimum soil temperature for
sowing is 17 degrees, Ideal
temperature is 20 degrees

GOLD STRIKE

500kg plus
$6.10
$7.60
$9.10

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$6.20
$6.40
$7.70
$7.90
& exclude gst
$9.20 all prices include freight
$9.40

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Shirohie Millet
[shi-row-he]

+ Later flowering date than the Japanese Millet.
+ Multiple grazing’s or cuts for silage (2-3 cuts).
+ Minimum soil temperature for sowing is 17 degrees. Ideal temperature is 20 degrees.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 25-30kg per hectare.
+ First cut or grazing approximately 45-60 days.
+ Great for milking cows or beef cattle.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg plus
$6.10
$7.60
$9.10

75-500kg
up to 75kg
$6.20
$6.40
$7.70
$7.90
& exclude gst
$9.20 all prices include freight
$9.40

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Hybrid Forage Sorghum
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Great for silage.

+ Need reasonable fertile soil.

+ Can be grazed or cut.

+ Consistant yielder.

+ Recommended sowing rate of
28–35 kgs per hectare.

+ Plant when soil temp is 15–16°C and rising.

+ Grows in low rainfall areas.

Lotus
+C
 an tolerate wet acidic (5.5ph ) & infertile soils.
+ Don’t over graze to less than 7–10 cm.
+ Tolerates shade and needle litter.
+ High protein up to 28% in young.
+ Helps prevent bloat.
+ Recommended sowing rate in mixes 1–3kgs/ha.
+R
 educes the effect of internal parasites
in sheep and cattle.
25kg +
10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$29.50
$30.50
$32.50
UNTREATED
+ Resistant to grass grub and porina.
$32.50
$33.50
$35.50
+ Long establishment period.
all prices include freight & exclude gst
GOLD STRIKE

$34.00

$35.00

$37.00

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Sunflowers

+G
 reat to plant with maize for extra oil content.
+ Recommended planting rate
4–6kgs per hectare
+H
 elps lift oil content of maize silage.
(37000–62000 seeds per hectare).
+ Healthier coats on animals.
+ High oil content 40–45% by weight.
25kg +
10 – 25kg
$12.00
$12.50
UNTREATED
+ Plant with turnips.
$15.00
$15.50
+P
 rotein of up to 28% with hulls on.
GOLD STRIKE

$16.50

up to 10kg
$13.00
$16.00
freight & exclude gst
$17.00 all prices include$17.50

all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Clovers
The secret to top farm production - providing varieties that each
have unique nutritional characteristics, for feed at different stages
of the season. Included as components in many of our seed mixes.
Tri-Blend Series
Tri-Blend White Clover....44
Tri-Blend Red Clover........44
B.A.P Annual Clover.........44
White Clover
Hafia................................45
Huia.................................45
Hardy...............................45
Pinnacle...........................46
Weka................................46
Demand...........................46
Red Clovers
Hamua.............................47
Paeroa Red......................47
Montgomery Red............47

Colenso............................47
Tuscan..............................47
Other Clovers
Surge Persian Clover.......... 48
Sub Clover......................... 48
Arrowleaf Clover................ 48
Balansa Clover................... 48
Berseem Clover................. 49
Strawberry Clover.............. 49
Spinless Burr Medics......... 49
Alsike Clover...................... 49
Gland Clover...................... 49

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Tri-Blend Series
Wesco Seeds has developed the ‘Tri-Blend Series’ of clover blends. These blends help give diversity and
strength to the overall sward, when added to mixes. The advantages of inclusion of these blends into a
mix are but not limited to:
+ Boost output of milk and meat from forage with clover blends.
+ Improves soil structure and the quality of grazing.
+ Helps to maintain a balanced grass/clover sward.
+ Performs reliably on most soil types and under most management systems.
+ Blends have a recommended sowing rate of
- 1–4 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 7–10 kgs per hectare (on its own)
+ Other options to add to a blend are: Chicory, Plantain, Italian or Short Rotation Rye Grass, Rape/Forage
Brassicas, other Clovers, or you can include in a standard pasture mix.

Tri-Blend White Clover
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$11.50
$14.50
$17.00

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Tri-Blend Red Clover
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$12.80
$15.80
$17.30

GOLD STRIKE

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$13.30
$13.80
$16.30
$16.80
freight & exclude gst
$17.80 all prices include$18.30
all prices include freight & exclude gst

B.A.P Annual Clover
UNTREATED

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$11.90
$12.40
$14.90
$15.40
freight & exclude gst
$17.40 all prices include$17.90

25kg +
$9.95
$12.95
$15.45

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$10.45
$10.95
$13.45
$13.95
freight & exclude gst
$15.95 all prices include$16.45
all prices include freight & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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WHITE CLOVERS

Seeds Ltd

Haifa
+ Popular in Australia.
+ High level of heat-stress resistance.
+ Medium leaf size.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$11.50
$14.50
$17.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$11.90
$12.50
$14.90
$15.50
freight & exclude gst
$17.40 all prices include$18.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Huia
+ S uccessful in a wide range of soil fertility situations.
+ Very high Nitrogen fixing.
+ Included in many of
our mixes.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$8.90
$11.90
$14.40

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$9.40
$10.60
$12.40
$13.60
freight & exclude gst
$14.90 all prices include$16.10
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Hardy
+ Small leaf with medium to high stolon density can be hard grazed and suits all classes of stock.
+ Exceptionally high in nitrogen fixing.
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$11.25
$14.25
$16.75

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$11.50
$11.90
$14.50
$14.90
freight & exclude gst
$17.00 all prices include$17.40
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Other varieties of Clovers available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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WHITE CLOVERS

Pinnacle
+ Medium to large leaf size.
+ Drought tolerant.
+ High stolen density.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$11.50
$14.50
$17.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$11.90
$12.50
$14.90
$15.50
freight & exclude gst
$17.40 all prices include$18.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Weka
+ High yielding.
+ Medium leaf.
+ High stolen density.
+ White clover.
+ Strong spreading habit.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$16.50
$19.50
$22.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$16.75
$16.95
$19.75
$19.95
freight & exclude gst
$22.25 all prices include$22.45
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Demand
+ Medium leaf variety that
has a high stolen density.

UNTREATED

+H
 elping persistence and
a good nitrogen fixer.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$16.50
$19.50
$22.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$16.75
$16.95
$19.75
$19.95
freight & exclude gst
$22.25 all prices include$22.45
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Other varieties of Clovers available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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RED CLOVERS

Hamua
+ T raditional cultivar often known
as cow-grass or Broad Red.
+ Early flowering.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$9.50
$12.50
$15.00

+ Large leaf size.
UNTREATED
+ Popular for hay/silage.
+ Great Producer.
GOLD STRIKE
+ Known to last twice as long as Hamua.
+ Excellent feedback from this superior Red Clover.

Montgomery Red
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$16.00
$19.00
$21.50

25kg +
$12.50
$15.50
$18.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$13.00
$13.50
$16.00
$16.50
freight & exclude gst
$18.50 all prices include$19.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$16.00
$19.00
$21.50

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$16.50
$17.00
$19.50
$20.00
freight & exclude gst
$22.00 all prices include$22.50
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Tuscan
+ Medium leaf size semi prostrate
growth Diploid with early flowering
best suited for longer grazing round.
+ High summer yield.

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$16.50
$17.00
$19.50
$20.00
freight & exclude gst
$22.00 all prices include$22.50
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Colenso
+ Diploid variety.
+ Good for hay silage and
grazing situations.
+ E arly to mid-maturity.
+ Y ields more than Pawera.

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$9.90
$10.40
$12.90
$13.40
freight & exclude gst
$15.40 all prices include$15.90
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Paeroa Red

+ Large leaf size.
+ Popular for hay/silage.
+ Late flowering.

Seeds Ltd

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$17.50
$20.50
$23.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$17.90
$18.40
$20.90
$21.40
freight & exclude gst
$23.40 all prices include$23.90
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Other varieties of Clovers available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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OTHER CLOVERS

Surge Persian Clover
+ Annual.
+ Highly productive legume.
+ Suits moderate to high rainfall.
+ Likes mild winters.
+ Tolerates wet acid soils.

+ Can be sown with Oats/Italian Rye grass for quality silage.
+ Recommended sowing rates 3-6kgs (in a mix) 8-12kgs (on its own)
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

Sub Clover

+ Annual (Autumn, Winter, Spring).

+ Recommended sowing rate
in mix 4–6 kgs per hectare.
+ Great legume for dry areas.

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$9.90
$10.30
$12.90
$13.30
freight & exclude gst
$15.40 all prices include$15.80
all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Good winter production and prolific seeder.

+ Regenerates after Autumn rain.
+ Try and let seed in the first year.

25kg +
$9.50
$12.50
$15.00

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$9.20
$12.20
$14.70

10 – 25kg
$9.70
$12.70
$15.20

up to 10kg
$10.20
$13.20
$15.70

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Arrowleaf Clover
+ High performance annual clover great production.
+ Hard seed that will regenerate
if allowed to seed.

UNTREATED

+ Productive and able to perform
in soils 5–7 ph. range.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$10.25
$13.25
$15.75

10 – 25kg
$10.45
$13.45
$15.95

up to 10kg
$10.70
$13.70
$16.20

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Annual clover.

Balansa Clover
+ An annual legume that will reseed for future years.
+ Sown with Italians for finishing
lambs or sown under Brassicas to
boost the diet variation.

UNTREATED

+ Tolerates heavy soils.

GOLD STRIKE

+ Normally planted Autumn

25kg +
$10.20
$13.20
$15.70

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$10.45
$10.65
$13.45
$13.65
freight & exclude gst
$15.95 all prices include$16.15
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Other varieties of Clovers available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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OTHER CLOVERS

Seeds Ltd

Berseem Clover
+ Erect annual clover with
short tap root.

+ Can withstand mid salinity.
+ Excellent growth and
strong performer.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$10.20
$13.20
$15.70

10 – 25kg
$10.35
$13.35
$15.85

up to 10kg
$10.55
$13.55
$16.05

all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rate 2–4 kgs per hectare in a mix.

Strawberry Clover

+ Large leaf that has longer and narrower leaves than white clover.
+ Produces a tap root and has a
good spreading ability, perennial
that performs on
unreliable climates.
+ Recommended sowing rate
2–4 kgs per hectare in a mix.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$11.30
$14.30
$16.80

10 – 25kg
$11.55
$14.55
$16.95

up to 10kg
$11.75
$14.75
$17.25

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Spinless
Alsike
Burr Medics Clover

Gland
Clover

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ A legume that can fix 200 kgs/n per
year like higher ph. soils and have a
good drought tolerance with good
regeneration ability.

+ A bi-annual clover, some
winter activity, very strong
spring/summer growth.

+ An early flowering annual
clover, suited to perennial
or annual pastures, good
winter activity.

+ Suits medium to high rain fall.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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AberLasting Caucasian White Clover
The first Super Clover is here
AberLasting is the first ever super clover, developed to incorporate the benefits of
Caucasian clover with white clover, giving farmers the best of both.
+ S toloniferous (surface and underground runners) and rhizomatous (larger and deeper underground
stem) root system.
+ Increased persistence from rhizomatous root system.
+ F aster establishment that Caucasian clover.
+ More drought tolerant than white clover - maintained leaf water content for one week longer than
white clover when without water1.
+ Excellent cold tolerance.
+ Can withstand heavy grazing and recovers quicker than white clover.
+ Nitrogen fixation comparable with white clover.
+ Abe productio paddocks have seen tolerance to Clover Root Weevil over second and third years
under pressure

Crimson Clover
+ Soft seeded, deep rooted annual clover.
+ Up right growth habit.
+ Quick establishment, ideal for short term rotations, sow in Autumn or Spring.
+ Little bloat risk.
+ Prefers well drained soil.
+ Will regrow if grazed no lower than 8cm before bud stage.
+ Allow flowering and seed setting in first year for regeneration.

Alsike Clover
+ Moderate winter activity - highly active early Spring.
+ Best suited to cool temperature, medium to high rain fall areas.
+ Very high frost tolerance, but poor drought and heat tolerance.
+ Best suited for rotational grazing or hay production.
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Seeds Ltd

Chicory & Plantain
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Sargent Chicory................. 52
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CHICORY

Sargent Chicory
+ Stock health benefits.
+ Suits free draining soils.
+ Deep tap root to enhance nutrient recovery.
+ High Magnesium, Calcium and Copper levels.
+ Excellent stock fattening qualities.
+ Creates an excellent mix with plantain.
+ F irst graze when Chicory is 15 to 20cm height so
+ Recommended sowing rate: - 2–4 kg in a mix
taproot is well established and resists pulling.
- 6–10 kg on its own
+ Grows erect as a wonderful milking feed with
25kg +
10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
great active summer growth.
$19.00
$19.50
$20.50
UNTREATED
$22.00
$22.50
$23.50
freight & exclude gst
$24.50
$25.00 all prices include$26.00
GOLD STRIKE

Antler

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

+ Large smooth leaf variety that has
good disease resistance, tolerates
dry conditions and has consistent
leaf distribution.

25kg +
$17.50
$20.50
$23.00

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$17.90
$18.40
$20.90
$21.40
freight & exclude gst
$23.40 all prices include$23.90

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rates of
- 2–4 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 8–10 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Choice Chicory

Chico

up to 10kg
+ Ideal for
$23.10
UNTREATED
summer dry.
$26.40
+ Leafy and
$28.75
GOLD STRIKE
upright.
all prices include freight on orders over
25kg & exclude gst
+ Excellent regrowth.

+ Recommended sowing rates of
- 2–4 kgs per hectare (in a mix)
- 8–10 kgs per hectare (on its own)

10
25kgpersistence.
25kg +
+ G–ood
$
$
+ High quality summer feed.
$
$
+ Good dry
matter production.
all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rates of
- 1–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix - 3%)
- 8–10 kgs per hectare
(on its own) 10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

$23.10
$26.40
$28.75

all prices include freight on orders over
25kg & exclude gst

Other varieties of Chicory available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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$
$

all prices inclu

PLANTAIN

Seeds Ltd

Endurance Plantain
+G
 ood tap root system to better utilise soil nutrients.
+ Contains high levels of trace elements.
+ L ater flowering than Tonic.
UNTREATED
+ Recommended sowing rates of
- 1–2 kgs per hectare (in a mix )
- 8–10 kgs per hectare (on its own)

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$12.50
$15.50
$18.00

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Drover

+ L arge leaf erect growth pattern
with good production all year.
+ Good establishment and
drought tolerant.
+ Recommended sowing rates of

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$13.25
$15.00
$16.25
$18.00
freight & exclude gst
$18.75 all prices include$20.50

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$14.25
$17.25
$19.75

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$14.75
$15.20
$17.75
$18.20
freight & exclude gst
$20.25 all prices include$20.70
all prices include freight & exclude gst

- 1–2 kgs per hectare (in a mix )
- 6–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Tonic Plantain
+G
 ood tap root system to better utilise soil nutrients.
+ Contains high levels of trace elements.
+R
 ecommended sowing rate 1–2 kg
UNTREATED
in a mix or 6–8 kg on its own.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$13.50
$16.50
$19.00

all prices include freight & exclude gst

Boston Plantain

+R
 apid to establish.
+D
 eep rooted, heat and cold tolerant.
+ S uitable for all stock types.
+M
 ineral rich and is a leafy green pasture herb.

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$14.25
$16.00
$17.25
$19.00
freight & exclude gst
$19.75 all prices include$21.50

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

up to 25kg
25kg+
$15.50
$14.50
$18.50
$17.50
$21.00
all prices
include freight $20.00
& exclude gst
all prices include freight & exclude gst

+ Recommended sowing rates of
- 1–3 kgs per hectare (in a mix )
- 6–8 kgs per hectare (on its own)

Other varieties of Plantain available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Wesco Ley Blend
Contact Wesco for pricing details

Wesco Ley Blend is blended for each individual farmers needs and we strive to
incorporate a minimum of 8 different types or varieties of seed to formulate a
more nutritious array off herbage for the class of stock that graze it.
A wide variety of herbage helps to contribute to a more nutrient dense feed
that will help keep your stock in better health and helps to improve productivity.
Farmers tell us the end use for their blend and we work with them on formulating
and mixing to their requirements bringing a more holistic and balanced approach
to the sward that they plant.
As you will notice the results and yield from this formulated Wesco Ley Blend to
the customer’s needs have been quite mind blowing and outstanding.

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:
“We cut 18,000kgs of dry matter per ha in 135
days”
- Waikato farmer JG

“Our goats went up a litre of milk per day whenever I added the Wesco Ley into the goat’s diet; it
is in there forever now”

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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KALE

Portland Kale
+ Medium stem variety.
+ 150–200 days to grazing.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 		
5kgs per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$13.50
$16.50
$19.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$14.00
$16.50
$17.00
$19.50
freight & exclude gst
$19.50 all prices include$22.00

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Rawera Kale
+ Giant Kale.
+ 150–200 days to grazing.
+ Recommended sowing rate of
6kgs per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$13.50
$16.50
$19.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$14.50
$15.50
$17.50
$18.50
freight & exclude gst
$20.00 all prices include$21.00

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Other varieties of Kale available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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SWEDES

Seeds Ltd

Doon Major
+ The nations favourite.
+ 180–200 days.
+ Traditional variety.
+ Best flavour swede.
+ Consistent performers.
+ Purple skin.

+ Best mashing variety served with brown roast meat gravy and onions.
+ Bulb stands well clear of the ground.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 1-2kgs per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +

10 – 25kg

up to 10kg

$10.50

$14.00

$16.00

$13.50

$17.00

$16.00

$19.50

$19.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$21.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Invitation
+ Late maturing.
up to 10kg
10kg+
+ Yellow fleshed.
UNTREATED
$17.70
$16.70
+ High bulb and leaf yield.
$20.70
$19.70
+ 170–250 days.
$23.20
$22.20
GOLD STRIKE
+ Excellent winter feed for
all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst
cattle sheep and deer.
+ Dry rot and clubroot tolerant.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 1-2kgs per hectare.

all prices include f

Other varieties of Swedes available on request

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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RAPE

Kingsford Rape

CUSTOMER COMMENT:
“Stoked with the amount of feed I got off it”

+ Excellent strain with large leaf percentage for superior feed value.
+ Minimum of 60 days from sowing to grazing.
+ Can be fed off 3–5 times.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 4kg per hectare.

75kg +
$9.50
$12.50
$15.00

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$10.50
$13.50
$16.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$11.50
$13.00
$14.50
$16.00
freight & exclude gst
$17.00 all prices include$18.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Sub Zero
+ F orage Rape.
+G
 ood frost tolerance.
+G
 ood regrowth with multiple grazings.
+5
 5–70 days maturity.
+H
 igh crude protein.
UNTREATED
+ Recommended sowing
rate of 4kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$10.20
$13.20
$15.70

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$10.70
$11.00
$13.70
$14.00
freight & exclude gst
$16.20 all prices include$16.50
all prices include freight & exclude gst

Other varieties of Rape available on request
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FORAGE BRASSICA

Seeds Ltd

Vibrant Forage Brassica
+ Can be grazed off 3–4 times.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 4kg per hectare.

UNTREATED
GOLD STRIKE

75kg +
$12.00
$15.00
$17.50

25kg +
$13.00
$16.00
$18.50

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$15.00
$16.00
$18.00
$19.00
freight & exclude gst
$20.50 all prices include$21.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Bouncer
+ Can be grazed off 3–4 times.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 4kg per hectare.

UNTREATED
GOLD STRIKE

75kg +
$12.00
$15.00
$17.50

25kg +
$13.00
$16.00
$18.50

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$15.00
$16.00
$18.00
$19.00
freight & exclude gst
$20.50 all prices include$21.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Hunter Forage Brassica
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Quick growing.
+ Leafy Turnip.
+ Suited to multiple grazings.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 4kg per hectare.

Other varieties of Brassica available on request
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TURNIPS

Challenger Turnip
+ Summer fodder turnip.
+ Sow at 2kg per hectare.
+ 60–90 days.
UNTREATED
+ Great multi crop
option with
Kingsford or
GOLD STRIKE
active Italian.
+ Tankard bulb good proportion out of the ground.

25kg +
$12.50
$15.50
$18.00

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$13.00
$13.50
$16.00
$16.50
freight & exclude gst
$18.50 all prices include$19.00

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Rival Turnip
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Higher leaf proportion.
+ 85-100 days grazing.
+ Recommended sowing rate of 2kg per hectare.

Green Globe Turnip
+ High producer Turnip in Winter.
+ Can be used as a Summer Turnip.
+ Excellent feed option as keeping quality.
+ 80–120 days.
+ Firm white flesh
UNTREATED
and green skinned.
+ Sow at 2kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

25kg +
$10.00
$13.00
$15.50

10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
$10.50
$11.00
$13.50
$14.00
freight & exclude gst
$16.00 all prices include$16.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Other varieties of Turnips available on request
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Seeds Ltd
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LUCERNE

Velvet Lucerne
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of
approximately 12–16kg per hectare.
+ Long lasting (around 6 years and over).
+ Good protein source.
+ Great summer dry forage.

+ 	Thrives best in free draining soil. Loves soils with
high calcium availability.
+ 	Velvet Lucerne makes the most palatable hay with
easily digestible stalks.
+ Winter dormant which means it bolts more during
the growing season.
+ The more winter dormant the
more disease resistant.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

Wairoa

25kg +

10 – 25kg

up to 10kg

$15.50

$16.00

$17.00

$18.50

$19.00

$21.00

$21.50

$20.00
all prices include freight & exclude gst

$22.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Contact Wesco for pricing details

ACTIVE/DORMANT GUIDE:

+ Winter dormant older variety.
+ Stable genetic consistency.
+ Good summer protein.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of 12–16kg per hectare.

Where 1 is the most Winter
dormant and 10 is the most
winter active.

Multileaf
+ High winter activity, with 40% more leaflets than conventional Lucerne good frost tolerance.
+ Tested under both dry land and irrigated conditions.
25kg +
10 – 25kg
up to 10kg
+ Winter active rating 10.
UNTREATED
$19.60
$20.00
$21.50
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of
$22.50
$23.00
$24.50
12–16kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

$24.60

$25.00

all prices include freight & exclude gst

$26.50

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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LUCERNE

54v09

Seeds Ltd

Contact Wesco for pricing details

Check out
our Slug Bait
on page 69!

+ Winter dormant with excellent winter hardiness.
+ Grazing or supplement high pest resistance to some pests.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of 12–16kg per hectare.

Runner 11

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Good disease tolerance with good establishment has the ability to put out
runners to help keep stand persistence.
+ Is winter dormant rating 2.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of 12–16kg per hectare.

Force 4

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Multiple stem variety with upright growth and a high
leaf to stem ratio.
+ Winter active rating 4.
+ Good in cutting and grazing systems.
+ Good disease and pest tolerance.

Kaituna

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Fine stemmed Lucerne.
+ Semi winter dormant.
+ High dry matter production.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Kale.

Stamina.

Red Clover.

Swede.
ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

Cereals
Oats
Magnum............................ 66
Maxum.............................. 66
Makuru.............................. 66
White Oats........................ 66
Forage Peas & Oats Mix..... 67

Barley
Wrangler Barley................. 67
Ryecorn
Rahu Ryecorn.................... 68
Black Oats.......................... 68
Bolton Peas........................ 68

Triticule
Bolt.................................... 67
Forerunner........................ 67

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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OATS

Magnum

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Smaller seed with great tillering.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of 70–80kg per hectare.

Maxum
+ High yielding annual forage crop.
+ Useful as a green feed or grazing crop.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of
UNTREATED
120–130kg per hectare.

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$1.30
$1.90
$2.70

200-500kg
up to 200kg
$1.40
$1.60
$2.00
$2.20
& exclude gst
$2.80 all prices include freight
$3.10

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

Makuru
+ Broad leaf single graze variety.
+ Rapid establishment with
high yield.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate
of 130–140kg per hectare.

UNTREATED

GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$1.30
$1.90
$2.70

200-500kg
up to 200kg
$1.40
$1.60
$2.00
$2.20
& exclude gst
$2.80 all prices include freight
$3.10

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

White Oats
+ Excellent option for bulk green feed.
+ Up to 16 tonnes hectare.
UNTREATED
+ Recommended sowing rate of
135–150kg per hectare.
GOLD STRIKE

500kg +
$1.30
$1.90
$2.70

200-500kg
up to 200kg
$1.40
$1.60
$2.00
$2.20
& exclude gst
$2.80 all prices include freight
$3.10

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

Forage Peas & Oats Mix
+M
 ixed with Oats, these become excellent bulk feed.
+ F or high quality wholecrop silage: 60% Peas & 40% Oats.
+R
 ecommended sowing rate of the above is 200kg per hectare.
+P
 rice on application.
800kg +
Call us for your
$1.50
UNTREATED
current requirements.
$1.90
+ They can grow up to
GOLD STRIKE
$2.90
1.5 metres high.

THIS MIX CONTAINS:

60%
Peas

40%
Oats

200-800kg
up to 200kg
$1.60
$1.80
$2.10
$2.20
& exclude gst
$3.10 all prices include freight
$3.20
all prices include freight & exclude gst

CUSTOMER COMMENT:
“In 86 days grew 13 tonne dry
matter per hectare of peas and oats.”

TRITICULE

Bolt

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Good resistance to rust.
+ Good lodging tolerance.
+ High ME grain.
+ Autumn or spring sown option.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of 120–150kg per
hectare.

Forerunner

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Good winter/spring variety can produce up to 17.5 ton dry matter.
+ 	Recommended sowing rate of 130–150kg per hectare.

BARLEY

Wrangler Barley

Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Excellent for silage and balage.
+ A lower yielder but high on quality (high ME = 10–11).
+ Recommended sowing rate 150kg per hectare.

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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RYECORN

Rahu Ryecorn
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Can provide up to three grazing’s.
+R
 ecommended sowing rate of 120–180kg per hectare.

Black Oats
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ High yielding.
+ Very robust.

Bolton Peas
Contact Wesco for pricing details

+ Climbing peas.
+R
 ecommended sowing rate of 300kg per hectare. .

ULTIMATE SEED GERMINATION ACTIVATOR
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Seeds Ltd

Slug Bait
+ Lentil Shape disc
giving higher kill rate
on juvenile slugs
+ Very high water tolerance for
longer lasting effects
+ Low application rate 3kg /ha
+ European Formulation
Per kg
$18.00

3kg bag
$54.00

8kg bag
$144.00

all prices include freight on orders over 25kg & exclude gst

+ Can be premixed with your
seed order or broadcast
+ Handy 3kg and 8kg
re-sealable Bags

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Wesco
Photo Gallery ...
We invite our clients to email
photos of their crops to:

jethro@wesco.co.nz

Vetches.

Millet crop

utu.

in Te Awam

Lucerne Crop
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Seeds Ltd

.
Clover crop in Ashburton

Portland
Kale.

Fascinate.

d Clover Crop.

Chicory, Plantain an

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Wesco Liquid Fertiliser
Increase Production with Biological and Sustainable Agriculture

Wesco Supa NS

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:

Liquid NPK Plant
Growth Manipulator

“I’ve used a range of foliar
fertilisers and Supa NS has given
me the best results yet”

Wesco Supa NS is a Nitrogen based liquid fertilizer complemented
with higher sulphur levels, smart technology stabilizers for nitrogen
and supporting macro elements in trace quantities to give you a better
longer lasting N response.

“I’ve found that spoon feeding
my grass with Supa NS over
winter has given me better
results than prilled urea”

Supa NS has started to build on the benefits of foliar application of
Nitrogen and has taken the combination approach to a whole new level
in the field.

G.A, TeAwamutu

Being a combination of nutrients, with the major component being
Nitrogen, Wesco Supa NS gives more balanced plant growth combined
with extra sulphur and farmers have reported a sustained growth for
twice the time of other nitrogen applications.
Wesco Supa NS has two forms of nitrogen, ammonia and nitrate nitrogen.
Gibberellic acid may be added to this product. Supa NS can help reduce
the yellowing often shown with gibberellic acid applications.
Application rate 35–45L per hectare.
Recommended water rates minimum 100L per hectare and
200L being ideal.

Roger D, South Waikato

“I love the formulation as it
doesn’t block my nozzles on the
spray rig”
I.M, Central Waikato

“The grass looks greener than
prilled urea and growth is
sustained for longer”
K.H, Bay of Plenty

“I had growth for up to twice
the length of time of urea ...
Impressed”
G.A, TeAwamutu

Do a pot test before applying with chemicals and advise your agent.
Product available in 200L and 1000L pods
QUANTITY
200 litres
1000 litres
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PRICE
$450.00 +gst
$2100.00 +gst

PO Box 22, Rangiora 7440

Phone 0508 643 643 or 0800 643 643

sales@wesco.co.nz

Seeds Ltd

Wesco Easy N for accelerated
nitrogen stimulated growth
Easy N is a basic Nitrogen based liquid fertilizer comparable with other products on the market containing
smart technology stabilizers for the nitrogen, aiding longer N response when applied.
N is a major component to all cells in all living things. Often a lack of it can be a limiting factor for growth.
Easy N is used when growers and farmers would like to accelerate growth of there crops and pasture with a
basic ‘N’ application, but would like a more sustained growth .
Gibberellic acid may be added to this product, but we regard SupaNS as a better combination.
Application rate is 35–50 litres per hectare.
If the conditions are dry then a lesser rate is recommended due to the burn factor that can occur. Water rates
are determined by the method of spraying with 100 litres being the minimum and 200 litres being ideal.

QUANTITY
200 litres
1000 litres

PRICE
$340.00
$1500.00

Super Cider

delivered +gst

Raw Natural Apple
Cider Vinegar Plus

QUANTITY
20 litres
200 litres

PRICE
$62+gst
$495+gst

1000 litres

$2150+gst

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN SOWING;
+ Please ensure your seed is planted at the correct depth as this is critical to plant survival.
+ Plant seed at correct depth, no more than 15mm. If White Clover seed is planted more than 10mm
deep there is a possibility germination rate may be reduced down to 50%.
+ As a rule of thumb, if the soil is dry, plant seed deeper to be in a more moist zone of the soil.
If soil is wet plant seed closer to the surface .
+ Calibrate drill for each paddock and CHECK how deep the seed is going, adjust accordingly, if using a
contractor check what is happening as this seed is the future of your farm!
+ Record all conditions, soil moisture, drill settings, ground temperature and weather after planting to
establish your own personal farm guide.
+ The seed embryo is small and has limited energy so you need to place seed so it can get out off the
ground as quick as possible.
+ If in doubt about the growing conditions Dynastrike will greatly accelerate your germination rate, a
small investment for fantastic results.
+ Always promote optimum strike rate and plant health by using Dynastrike on seed, for results that
you can see!
+ Check that your soil has good fertility and the pH levels are correct for the species you are sowing,
which will ensure good plant growth! Have a soil test done regularly and correct any imbalances.
+ If there are soil deficiencies, you need to fertilize/feed/condition the soil prior to planting, and/or
check if it is necessary to feed the young plants when they are establishing.
+ Make sure your over/undersowing /application or drilling technique is relevant to the season and
seed species you are planting and compatible with the conditions/soil type of the field.
+ Wesco Seeds Ltd is not responsible in any shape or form for poor farm management practice
consequently affecting the performance of Wesco seed or products.
+ For optimum farm productions and results, seek professional independent advice from a qualified
Agronomist that can assist you with farm health and management.
+ Always make sure your seed bed is firm, if it is fluffy roll it again before sowing. It is ideal to keep the
seed bed rolled between cultivation passes to help retain moisture and prevent organic matter loss.
If you are getting a wave in front of your roller stop sowing and roll the paddock again. Have you
ever asked why the seed seems to get established faster on the head lands or where the tractor has
driven? .. maybe it is a firmer seed bed.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Seeds Ltd

Ordering Wesco Seeds is as easy as:
• A phone call - 0800 643 643
• Email - sales@wesco.co.nz
• Via our website - www.wesco.co.nz
• Order form included in the centre of this catalogue
+ We invoice and deliver your Order direct to your farm, or directed location of your choice.
+ Your Wesco Seed and Farm Product order is normally dispatched the morning after you place your order.
Please allow 2-5 working days for delivery.
+ Virtually all Wesco Seed is supplied in 25KG bags. Bulk bags are also an option.
+ Delivery is free to your door on all orders 25KG and over. Orders 25KG and under will incur a $15+gst freight
and handling fee.
+ For courier deliveries that would normally be delivered to your gate, you can shorten delivery times by a
day if you request delivery to a depot or neighbouring town. You can then organise pick-up from there.
+ All pallets have a plastic cover and shrink wrapped to protect the seed in transit.

PRICING - ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST, ALL ORDERS OVER 25KGS ARE DELIVERED FREE WITHIN NEW ZEALAND.
Talk to us about bulk discounts for over a tonne.
Prices are current at time of printing and will be retained if at all possible. Please note prices are subject to
change at any time without notice, confirm pricing when placing your seed order.
AVAILABILITY All stock is currently available for dispatch, however due to circumstances and environmental
factors beyond our control some products may become unobtainable.
CLAIMS AND OWNERSHIP Seed is despatched in good condition. Any claim is to be made within 2 days
of receipt of order. Goods remain the property of Wesco Seeds until paid for in full. If you are not happy with
your seed on delivery please return it to Wesco immediately.
PURCHASE OPTIONS Your order is invoiced on the day of dispatch, we invoice directly to you or your
business. Alternatively, we can process your purchase through your preferred Rural Supplier. RD1, Farmlands
and any independent stores are preferred. Please advise of the company you wish to use with their purchase
order number for your order, your account number and name.
PAYMENTS We offer realistically priced seed and appreciate prompt payment in order to be able to keep our prices down. Payment is due on receipt
of invoice or by direct credit to our bank account also credit card payments are now available. Overdue accounts will attract interest at current rates.
Your seed order is dispatched in good faith, with your understanding that we supply goods only on the condition that full payment is made within 14
days maximum. All other terms of trade are only on conditions confirmed by the Manager.
DISCLAIMER While we at Wesco Seeds take the greatest care to provide all products true to label; there is no guarantee. We guarantee our
germination and purity in all lines except the Bushburn mixes. Wesco takes samples of stock for quality control and assessment records. We cannot
be liable for poor results due to conditions beyond our control that could be caused by a variety of external factors. Whilst every care is taken to
ensure accuracy and reliability in the information contained in this Wesco document, no responsibility for the consequences which may arise from the
acceptance of the recommendations or suggestions can be accepted, as many other external factors come into effect. The recommendations in this
document are intended for discussion only, and should be verified and undertaken with the best farming/growing management practices. The sowing
instructions within the catalogue must be verified and followed for best pasture establishment, and form part of our Terms and Conditions of Sale.

0800 643 643

www.wesco.co.nz
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Chemical and Liquid Fertiliser

Wesco now stocks a full range of chemicals at very
competitive prices, we also have a wide range of liquid
fertiliser products to suit your farming needs.

Wesco Plant Root
DEPTH GUIDE

Perennial Rye Grass
White Clover
Timothy
Cocksfoot
Meadow Fescue
Oats
Maize
Wheat
Brome Grass
Red Clover
Sunflowers
Lucerne

10–55 cm
45–75 cm
50–70 cm
95–125 cm
100–130 cm
110–150 cm
150–175 cm
160–184 cm
180–205 cm
240–300 cm
150–270 cm
300–900 cm
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All root depths shown here are intended as a guide only. Whilst every care has been taken to provide accurate and reliable information, Wesco Seeds Ltd cannot
guarantee these depths. Professional advice is always recommended and the establishment of the crops is important for the success of the outcome.

